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What you are about to learn right now is rather obscure. In fact, there is only one other book written

on this particular topic. It's a hidden side of an otherwise popular spiritual practice. What you will

learn is the Dark Mantras of Subjugation called Vashikaran. I call them dark because they are

meant to "subjugate" or "command" people and events to your will. Often mantras are associated

with pure and spiritual practices. We use mantras to achieve altered states of consciousness, We

use them to attract divine blessings. Seldom do we hear about people using mantras to control

another person or persons. That kind of thing was relegated to black magick and witchcraft here in

the west. But is it truly black magic? Is there actually such a thing as white and black magick in the

eastern traditions? Or perhaps we , in the west interpret these things in stark black and white terms?

In this book, we will discuss the Vashikaran Mantras and their dark powers.
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This is probably the most powerful book baal has ever written and he knows this to be fact ,so



powerful he did not include the wealth mantras that would make a person rich,although this book is

mostly about lovers,husband ,wifes,and other people to get what you want ,it is still a very powerful

book and highly recommended ..I would recommend these mantras to any love spell ever given for I

feel these are by far more powerful but I feel something is missing here ,i know the beads are very

important in mantra chanting however I have read a picture of the om in Sanskrit or the original text

in Sanskrit are used in the temples for maximum energy power....I would recommend the reader to

use these powerful mantras but also do a LITTLE research online and incorporating the extra steps

he learns into the changing ,also as baal repeats at the end of his book 108 times a day is the

preferred method until you have reached upwards to 10000 although there are instances I have

read by another author and yes baal does repeat this also where a person has repeated a mantra

over 10000 times in one sitting and he did achieve siddhi and he was done but the same person

repeat another mantra only 108 times and does this one 108 times in a daily basis at 4am when he

rises.....So I do commend baal in writing this book and even giving you the extra secrets that he

gives at the end and these secrets are a key to these mantras so use them ....As he mentions these

mantras are hard to come by and he is exactly right that at his writing there was only one other book

that mentions them and still maybe only a few after this writing so this alone makes this book highly

profitable to any persons library!!!!

Baal Kadmon presents a refreshing approach to magick. After this one, I am hooked. I have most

his books now and have had great results with his workings. No BS, just what is needed. Don't be

put off by the simplicity.

I love this book of Vashikaran Mantra. It's really powerful. I tried the mantra to control someone and

it worked! I chanted the mantra the whole day and seen a slight result, so I decided to recite another

whole day and it got stronger. So I did another day which in total 3 days in a row! It worked!

The mantras are VERY powerful. Some happen within hours.Wish there's more in-depth

explanation. Book looks rushed, misspelled and have many typos.Some mantras don't even

indicate how many times it is to be chanted.

Interesting topic and author!

I enjoyed learning these mantras. I that k the author. I'm not sure if I'll use them but on day I may.



This is an excellent book, and the mantras work very well. You can feel the power when using them,

and see the results in your life.

Too many mispelled words. Some ate written backward. Not satisfied
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